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First Time on Boat

I am K BOHN HAN. Nationality is Myanmar and my hometown in Yangon Myanmar .Now I am working 
as Mess Man in MV. HUAYANG SPIRIT and joined ship at Guangzhou on May19th 2015.

This is my first time on board. Although just five months onboard, I have already learned a lot of 
knowledge. According to my first time experience especially unforgettable is headache and blood vomit 
during ship rolling in bad weather days. That time I felt really tired and missed my family. So I want to go back 
but I try my best for my life. Because my aim is to became a Chief Cook onboard. So I forbore headache 

accustomed seaman life and not seasick. So I satisfy with myself and really enjoy here. Everything is OK for 
me. If I miss my family I look outside I see only sky and water environment. Anyhow except missing family I 
enjoy here. And then all of the crew is united onboard, there are 7 Myanmar crew and remaining is Chinese 
including Chief Cook. Although different nationality we are harmony on job. I can speak English and a little 
Chinese. This time we can use Chinese communicate each other which is very useful for me. 

Chief cook is my leader, also is my teacher, especially he can cook my traditional curry a lot. Because 
of him I get knowledge from him. 

And then we have a meeting one time once a month. In that meeting we get knowledge so much 

of the writer say sea is poetic place for poet, horrible water for public and business partner for seaman. I 
absolute accept this sentence.

Finally I want to say ocean is a business partner for me. And then I really enjoy here and get a lot of 
knowledge from here. Especially Iwill never forget the blood vomit experience in my life. Let me stop my 
essay here about First Time Experience On Boat.
























